sensor mirrors

tools for efficient living >

Perfect for imperfect
lighting scenarios,
our sensor mirrors
simulate natural
sunlight so you can see
subtle colour variations
in your makeup. No
guesswork or surprises
— just colour-correct and
flawless.

see yourself
in the best light

And our surgical-grade LEDs have
been rated to perform like new after
40,000 hours — that’s an hour a day,
every day, for more than 100 years
— in other words, you’ll never have
to change a bulb.

tru-lux

Under the wrong lighting, makeup
colours can fool you. At 600 lux
and with a colour rendering index
(CRI) of 90, our tru-lux light system
is more than twice as bright as
the next best and contains the full
colour spectrum allowing you to see
full variation, so you’ll know when
your makeup is colour-correct and
flawless.

typical light

tru-lux light system

automatic on/off
Our sensor mirror has a motion sensor that detects
when you are in front of it so it lights up automatically as
your face approaches. Once in use, the sensitivity of the
sensor increases so it won’t turn off unexpectedly. Then
after it senses you are finished, it will turn itself off.

sensor mirror
compact
Our sensor mirror compact gives
you the confidence of tru-lux lighting
on-the-go! The tru-lux light system
simulates natural sunlight, allowing
you to see full colour variation, so
you’ll know when your makeup is
colour-correct and flawless. The 3x
magnification gives you a hyper-clear
view of every detail. A sensor turns the
light on automatically when taken out
of the pouch, and turns it off when put
back in. The dual brightness setting
lets you toggle between 650 or 300
lux. A fold-out ring handle is secure
and comfortable in your hand, or can
be used as a stand for hands-free
viewing. It recharges with a standard
USB port (cable included), and one
charge lasts up to 1 week with typical
daily usage.

specs
models

compact
sku
finish/colour
sku #
upc #

brushed
ST3025
8-38810-02095-2
black
ST3030
8-38810-02160-7
rose gold
ST3031
8-38810-02161-4
dark bronze
ST3020
8-38810-02074-7

10.4

magnification
mirror diameter

1.1

power

3x
10cm
rechargeable

dimensions (W.D.H)
10.4

in centimetres

product
colour box

10.4 x 1.1 x 10.4
15.3 x 15.1 x 5.7

sensor mirror
Our sensor mirrors light up
automatically as your face approaches.
Tru-lux light system simulates natural
sunlight. Long-lasting LEDs won’t burn
out or diminish even after many years.
Cordless, so there are no messy cords
cluttering up your counter space. Easily
recharged with the included USB cord,
and one charge lasts up to 5 weeks.
20cm mirrors have 5x magnification:
Provides exceptional detail while still
allowing you to see your entire face at
once. The touch controll brightness
feature gives you fast, intuitive control
over a continuous range of brightness.
12cm sensor mirrors have 10x
magnification: Ideal for close-up work
like tweezing or applying eye makeup.

specs
models

touch-control
brightness

standard

brushed
ST3026
8-38810-02097-6

brushed
BT1080
8-38810-015 77-4

sku
finish/colour
sku #
upc #

rose gold
ST3027
8-38810-02124-9
white
ST3028
8-38810-02134-8
pink
ST3029
8-38810-02156-0

12.0
magnification

20.3

mirror diameter
power

46.0

5x

5x

20.3cm

20.3cm

rechargeable

rechargeable

23.1 x 12.0 x 38.4
25.4 x 13.5 x 41.4

23.1 x 12.0 x 38.4
25.4 x 13.5 x 41.4

dimensions (W.D.H)
38.4

in centimetres

product
colour box

mini

brushed
ST3004
8-38810-01653-5
rose gold
ST3010
8-38810-01875-1
ST3010
8-38810-02072-3
11.4

dark bronze
ST3020
8-38810-02074-7

14.5

10x
29.7

23.0

12cm
rechargeable

3.5

26.5

14.5 x 11.4 x 29.7
16.5 x 5.1 x 28.2

wall mount
sensor mirror
Stylish and functional, our wall
mount sensor mirrors are available
in a variety of stainless steel colour
finishes so they are easy to match to
any interior decor.
The mirrors light up automatically
as your face approaches. Our trulux light system simulates natural
sunlight, and a sturdy stainlesssteel telescopic swing arm provides
smooth, effortless adjustability.
Available in two versions: one is
rechargeable and can be used without
a cord for up to 4 weeks on a single
charge, the other can be hard-wired
directly into the wall - no charging
necessary.

specs
models

wall mount

(hardwired)
sku
finish/colour
sku #
upc #

35.0
8.0
40.6
28.0

wall mount

magnification
mirror diameter
power

brushed
ST3002
8-38810-01578-1

brushed
ST3003
8-38810-01579-8

polished
ST3015
8-38810-02050-1

polished
ST3016
8-38810-02051-8

rose gold
ST3018
8-38810-02072-3

rose gold
ST3021*
8-38810-02075-4

dark bronze
ST3020*
8-38810-02074-7

dark bronze
ST3023*
8-38810-02077-8

*special order only

*special order only

5x

5x

20cm

20cm

rechargeable

100-240V~50/60 Hz

35.0 x 8.0 x 23.0
28.4 x 12.3 x 40.8

35.0 x 8.0 x 23.0
28.5 x 12.4 x 40.8

dimensions (W.D.H)

23.0

in centimetres

34.2

product
colour box

sensor mirror
trio
Our sensor mirror trio is like having three
mirrors in one. One side is 5x magnification
so you can view your entire face in exceptional
detail. And with a quick, easy flip to the other
side, you get a 1x true view with a 10x window
for detail work like applying eyeliner – all the
magnifications you need for pro-quality makeup
application. Its tru-lux light system simulates
natural sunlight, allowing you to see full colour
variation, so you’ll know when your makeup
is color-correct and flawless. It also has a
candlelight setting, so you can check your look
in low light before you go. The touch-control
brightness gives you fast, intuitive control over a
continuous range of brightness. And the motion
sensor lights up the mirror automatically
as your face approaches. It is cordless and
rechargeable – one charge lasts up to 5 weeks.

specs
models

trio
sku
finish/colour
sku #
upc #

brushed
ST3024
8-38810-02078-5
rose gold
ST3034
8-38810-02165-2
ST3018
8-38810-02072-3
dark bronze
ST3020
8-38810-02074-7

13.5

23.2

magnification
mirror diameter
power

39.5

1x 5x &10x
20cm
rechargeable

dimensions (W.D.H)
in centimetres

product
colour box

23.2 x 13.5 x 39.5
28.3 x 17.5 x 46.0

12

sensor mirror
pro
The dual magnification sensor
mirror pro has a large mirror with a
mini 10x magnification detail mirror
that magnetically attaches to the
front. With a colour rendering index
(CRI) of 90, its tru-lux light system
closely simulates natural sunlight’s
full colour spectrum to show every
detail. Capable of over 50,000 colour
variations, you can use the phone app
to choose presets or capture light
settings from the environment around
you and recreate them in the mirror.
And it is wifi-enabled so you can
access the mirror’s smart features
and use voice control with Alexa. It is
also set up for IFTTT integration for
easy app connections.

specs
models

pro, round

brushed
ST3014
8-38810-01967-3

brushed
ST3007
8-38810-01804-1

rose gold
ST3011
8-38810-01876-8

rose gold
ST3011
8-38810-01876-8

ST3018
8-38810-02072-3

ST3018
8-38810-02072-3

dark bronze
ST3020
8-38810-02074-7

dark bronze
ST3020
8-38810-02074-7

1x & 10x

5x & 10x

40.9cm

20cm

rechargeable

rechargeable

51.6 x 18.0 x 40.9
59.9 x 21.6 x 47.0

23.1 x 13.0 x 36.1
25.4 x 16.8 x 41.2

sku
finish/colour
sku #
upc #

13.0
18.0

pro, wide view

magnification
mirror diameter

23.1

power
dimensions (W.D.H)

40.9
36.1
51.6

17.0

in centimetres

product
colour box

have an efficient day!
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